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Efficient Numerical Modeling of Field Diffusion in
High-Temperature Superconducting Wires
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Application of a finite-volume front-fixing method to various front-type problems with moving boundaries and nonlinear material
properties is extended to two-dimensional (2D) problems. Attention needs to be paid to conservation properties of the algorithm and
accurate solutions close to the moving boundaries. Advantages of the method are highlighted, and particular implementation difficulties
discussed. The algorithm has been tested against analytical solutions of diffusion problems possessing cylindrical symmetry.

Index Terms—Coupled problems, front-fixing method, moving boundary problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

U SING high-temperature superconductors (HTS) in
modern devices promises significant energy savings, but

also exposes difficulties in dealing with short-circuit faults or
other impulse loads. Such intensive impacts require coupled
treatment of both electromagnetic and thermal parts of the
problem since material properties of HTS are quite sensitive
to temperature [1]. Standard numerical modeling of the pulse
events on fixed grids provides valuable assistance in the equip-
ment design, but existing computational techniques often fail to
achieve appropriate balance between accuracy and efficiency.
More complex methods—such as adaptive meshes, front fixing,
and level sets methods [2]—offer advantages in applications
to impulse problems, but need to be assessed and probably
adapted for the particular problem. The paper uses analytical
solutions of common front-type problems for the evaluation of
the numerical methods. The main emphasis is on the analysis
of the front-fixing technique [2] since it requires only a small
adjustment of the computational algorithm in comparison with
formulations using fixed grids [3]. Special attention is given to
conservation properties of the algorithm and accurate solutions
close to the moving boundaries.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The flow of an electric current in HTS can be formulated in
terms of either magnetic or electric field diffusion [4], [5]. The
electric field formulation is preferred for highly nonlinear pro-
cesses since it provides much more stable solutions [5]. For this
case, the governing equation takes the diffusion-like form

(1)

in terms of the electric field and current density , but has
to be supplemented by a relationship between field and cur-
rent density . A strong flux creep - characteristic is a spe-
cific feature of HTS materials. This is often described by the
power law [4], where the critical current
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density Am corresponds to a critical electric field
Vm and a large power exponent , which for prac-

tical materials could be about 20. Substitution of the material
properties into (1) results in a formulation of the problem in
terms of the electric field only. It should be noted that (1) can
be rewritten in terms of the electric current only

(2)

but more commonly will be in terms of the electric field

(3)

Both (2) and (3) have advantages and disadvantages. The time
derivative in (2) does not include the nonlinear term, and this
makes an implementation of conservation laws easier. On the
other hand, absolute variation in the nonlinear term is smaller
for (3) due to the power. For this reason, (3) is less sensitive
to rounding errors in calculations of impulse events.

It is helpful to conduct tests in at least two–dimensional (2D)
geometry. The existence of an analytical solution in cylindrical
coordinates provides an opportunity to evaluate the technique’s
performance on curved boundaries using the Cartesian coordi-
nate system. Consider a HTS wire with a circular cross section
of radius with embedded electrically insulated very fine con-
ductor in the center. If the current pulse

is applied to the conductor along the z-axis at instant ,
the dimensionless solution for (1) in the case of cylindrical sym-
metry can be derived as shown in [6]

(4)

with and dimensionless length, time, electric field, and
current defined as

(5)

The equation is valid only inside and during a limited
time when , where

(6)
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Fig. 1. Evolution of current density � ��� �� in a HTS circular wire. The ana-
lytical prediction of electric field and current density for a wire with � � � A,
� � ��� mm, and � � � is shown at different instances of time.

The field and the current are zero outside the front region. The
electric field and the current gradually spread from the center of
the wire toward the edges, and there is a sharp interface between
the region with nonzero field and the outside part of the wire.
The current density profiles at different instances of time are
shown in Fig. 1.

Keeping in mind that the only nonzero component of electric
field is in the -direction, (3) may be written for the first quarter
in Cartesian coordinates by taking account of notations (5) and
the symmetry of the problem

(7)

Appropriate boundary conditions for (7) would be

(8)

at the symmetry lines. Direct integration of (4) yields a conser-
vation integral

(9)

By applying Ampere’s law at any contour outside the boundary
, we can conclude that

(10)

at any point behind the front edge , with being the normal
to the computational region boundary.

III. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE

A. Front-Fixing Method

Let us fix an extent of the computational region by some
boundary as described in [2]. In general, the trans-
formed version of (7) contains mixed derivatives; this is not de-
sirable for modeling of diffusion processes with sharp gradients

since small time steps are required to suppress nonmonotonic
oscillations in the numerical solution (see [7] for general theory
of monotonic solutions). Fortunately, the boundary condition
(10) is an implicit one and may be imposed at any point be-
hind the real boundary. It is therefore convenient to consider a
rectangular region with moving edges , . An intro-
duction of new variables , fixes the extent
of the computational domain to , and results in

with

(11)
An introduction of in (11) is due to the fact that the integral

of is actually conserved during the coordinate transformation
and field diffusion. Additional equations to predict variations of

, with time should be added to (11) as discussed in the
implementation section.

In order to derive a finite volume scheme, we have to integrate
(11) over time and space intervals [8]. The space is discretized at

points for and at points for . The discretization
points are defined by a fixed discretization of , , and they may
be written as , .
The finite volume discretization [8] of (11) is based on integra-
tion around the nodes and is fairly straightforward [9], [10]. The
boundary conditions (8) and (10) appear naturally in

(12)

(13)

The finite volume discretization for (12) and (13) immediately
follows from the general form of the finite volume integral.

B. Numerical Scheme

To develop unconditionally monotonic scheme, we restrict
the consideration by combining an explicit method with an ap-
propriate limiter [7], [8] for the convective part in (11) with a
fully implicit method for diffusion fluxes. The integrals over
time in (11) result in an operator finite volume form with the
convective fluxes split in the and directions

(14)

where and are -, -directional convection and diffusion
operators, respectively, is a unity operator, and is a limiter
[7], [8]. Standard centered spatial discretization is applied for
and [8]. The limiter is chosen to be a linear combination of
standard upwind/downwind with high-resolution schemes [7].
Tests on one-dimensional (1D) cylindrically symmetric prob-
lems [7], [8] indicate that appropriate choice of could provide
second order accuracy in space.

C. Fractional Steps

The numerical solution of (14) could be optimized since:
1) the application of and together results in strict stability
conditions; 2) relation between and is nonlinear; moreover,

, have broad spectra, and the choice of iteration param-
eters for standard methods, e.g. Gauss-Seidel, is not obvious.
Both complications can be overcome by applying the so-called
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Fig. 2. Errors in predictions of electric field inside a HTS wire with � � � A,
� � ��� mm, and � � � after � � �� ms. A constant time step � � �� s
and a grid with � � � � �� were used for predictions. (a) Asymmetric form
of diffusion split (17) and (18) distorts the front shape: It becomes an ellipsoid
extended in 	-direction. (b) Symmetrization decreases the errors and shifts them
to 	 � 
 plane. (c) Coupled �-� scheme (19) with Jacobi iterations produces
minimal errors, but is very demanding in terms of computational time.

“fractional step” method, which replaces a sum on the left-hand
side of (14) by a linked chain of 1D equations

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

It was found that strong nonlinearity of the diffusion operator
introduces large errors (see Fig. 2), which can be significantly
reduced by introducing a symmetric sequence: The orders of
diffusion operators , are swapped in (17) and (18) for the
additional estimate of , and the final value is obtained as a
half sum of both estimates.

The solution of the equations has been described in [3]. The
proposed method (15)–(18) requires of the order of
operations and is therefore quite efficient. Another possible ap-
proach is to use Jacobi iterations [7] to solve

(19)

linked with (15) and (16). Equation (19) should be solved si-
multaneously in both - and -directions. The symmetry is pre-
served by (19), but Jacobi iterations require opera-
tions and are inefficient for fine grids.

D. Implementation

Ideally, the edge of the computational region should coincide
with the front boundary. However, strong nonlinear variations
of field or current at the front prohibit the usage of any stan-
dard interpolations for the boundary (10) since this provides rea-
sonable accuracy only for smooth solutions. A 1D problem can

replace the Neumann boundary condition with a conservation
integral (9) [3], but this is not feasible for a multidimensional
case. Fortunately, we can slightly extend the computational do-
main so that a few grid points stay in a zero field region. The
algorithm iterates to choose , in such a way
that

(20)

to enforce the zero field and

(21)

to ensure negligible flux at the boundary. For a stable algorithm,
was used, and sufficient accuracy was achieved

with .
Careful examination of advection operators reveals that the

Courant number is usually greater than one, especially for initial
stages of a pulse event when , are small. This is mainly due
to large multiples and in the discretiza-
tion of . The Courant–Friedrich–Levy condition [7] is not sat-
isfied, and explicit methods are unstable. One possible way to
overcome the problem is to move toward implicit methods. A
standard upwind/downwind first-order scheme would introduce
a large artificial diffusion at the front and is therefore completely
unsuitable since the existence of the front is due to very sharp
changes in diffusion fluxes themselves. Hence, high-order ad-
vection schemes with limiters have to be applied. Unfortunately,
the only limiter that provides stable solution for a large Courant
number is the “minmod” one [8]. However, tests suggest that
this limiter provides only a small improvement in comparison
to an upwind/downwind scheme and its usage is not desirable.

To reduce the Courant number, the motion of the boundaries
was split into additional fractional steps. For each substep

, a 1D convective problem was solved, e.g.,

(22)

with a small displacement and the same
explicit convection operator . The number of displacements
in (22) was chosen to keep the Courant number below unity.

A choice for limiter was studied in detail. A flux trans-
port corrected SHASTA method was implemented together with
“minmod,” van Leer, Sweby, and “SuperBee” limiters [7], [8].
It was found that the smallest numerical dissipation was given
by the “SuperBee” limiter, which was used for further tests.

E. Pulse Event

A very high gradient of the electric field originates during
the impulse of current. It spreads very quickly in all directions.
Any attempt to use directional splitting (17) and (18), or even
the symmetrical form, results in unrealistically fast motion of
the front. The problem can be resolved by separating a pulse
into subpulses with a smaller current input during individual
subpulses (similar to what was done for convection operator ).
The number of subpulses in the first time step of was
found to give good accuracy, but this makes the algorithm slow.
Alternatively, if Jacobi iterations are applied to the pulse event
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Fig. 3. Numerical prediction of electric field � ��� �� for a wire with � �
� A, � � ��� mm, and � � � after 	 � �� ms: the mesh size effects. Errors in
predictions of an electric field (small time step 1 
s) reveals an approximately
first order of accuracy ��� �.

only (a single time step), no subpulses are required, and further
calculation can be carried out with directional splitting.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Predictions from fixed grid calculations and the front-fixing
method are summarized in Fig. 3, where the variations of er-
rors with an increasing number of space intervals are
plotted. The error is taken in a continuous norm

(23)

A slope of the curve in Log-Log coordinates indi-
cates only the first-order space approximation. This is true for
both fixed-grid and front-fixing approaches and is not affected
by diffusion split introduced in (15)–(18). The asymmetric tech-
nique has a large directional bias; see Fig. 2(a). The bias cannot
be eliminated by mesh refinement, and errors start to saturate
at relatively high level. A symmetric version of the diffusion
split has almost the same accuracy as the Jacobi method, but re-
quires significantly less computational effort. In fact, the sym-
metric split also has a directional bias that is an inherent feature
of any split technique [7]; it is just moved to the plane;
see Fig. 2(b). Even the totally symmetric Jacobi method (19)
has a slight bias around the plane [Fig. 2(c)], although it
is hardly noticeable. The low spatial accuracy in the continuous
norm is a result of the sharp front with infinite derivatives in
the solution. Since the errors concentrate around the front (see
Fig. 3), the convergence in any integral norm, e.g., , would
be better. On the other hand, for the strongly coupled problems,
the convergence in the norm is of main importance.

Errors due to time discretization were studied by varying
between 0.05 and 1 ms for a large number of space intervals

. A combination of explicit advection with fully
implicit diffusion provides a first-order approximation in time

as expected. Such choice is dictated by high field (cur-
rent) gradients during the pulse event. When the pulse disperses
slightly, it is possible to move toward the semi-implicit method
with [3] by applying Crank–Nicolson approximations
for convection and diffusion operators. The method can be im-
proved further by the Lax–Wendroff explicit approach with lim-
iters and by the alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme [7].
The latter should make the method approximately symmetric
with reduced directional bias. (A small asymmetry will still re-
main due to the inherent property of the ADI method, where an
implicit scheme is applied in one direction while an explicit one
in the other.)

V. CONCLUSION

Generally, there are several advantages of using a front-fixing
method for modeling of impulse phenomena in HTS. In partic-
ular, high accuracy can be obtained with a small number of grid
points and large time increments. However, the following prop-
erties of the solution need to be noted and handled carefully.

1) Complex boundary conditions have to be implemented
by considering the conservation laws.

2) A careful choice of a limiter for advection problems as-
sociated with the mesh motion needs to be made.

3) Fully implicit schemes may be needed for pulse events,
thus limiting temporal accuracy. It is suggested to switch
toward semi-implicit methods after the pulse disperses.
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